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About This Game

The endless darkness and the somber, long passages of a military complex have become the abode of evil, as thousands of blood-
thirsty creatures fill its offices, storehouses and mysterious laboratories.

  Your mission is simple: clear the base at all costs. You will be provided with explosives to help you gain access to the teleports
from where thousands of pitiless creatures pour. A stationary gun will aid in the defense of the area. You have been granted

access to the most advanced weapons technology money can buy. As you earn your pay, you can equip yourself with additional
weapons in the arming area and biomechanical implants that will make your fighting abilities super human.

  The alien invasion has begun, we have one chance, and that is to stop them cold in their staging area. Do not allow them escape
this facility, you are our last hope. The fate of humanity now depends on you!

About 1,000 monsters on each map, showing up to 100 monsters simultaneously on one playing screen

Many hours of game play with 10 missions and a survival mode

Full-on-action male or female character

Character upgrade facility

9 weapons of mass destruction

Red or Green blood selection
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Highly imaginative selection of enemies

Reactive music which helps to drive the action

Useful gadgets - flash lights, medkits, battle drones
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Title: Alien Shooter
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
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Sigma Team Inc.
Publisher:
Sigma Team Inc.
Franchise:
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this game is right Up my valley. okay... there is nothing special to do, then just get those achivments. xD
Game have great transtralation, I just love it 11/10 hahahha
. I love the art in this game. It sets great atmosphere and the visuals are delightfuly disturbing. The puzzles are pretty good, too..
Learn From Your Mistakes Simulator.

Seriously tho, this FPS is a rewarding game. If you're thinking of getting R6 Siege, just go get it.. Techwars Online
2....well...what can I say! I appreciate the key to test the game, but found this most difficult! The game is very poorly optimised
and my FPS was quite low, which made the game quite jittery, felt like I was lagging, this was difficult to play.

Maps are quite big which made a lack of action, quite dull. Nice idea, still needs some work.

I could see also that it would eventually become pay to play with the in game currency, i am never a fan of this kind of thing.
Thanks again.

I give this game 2 bananas!. Very enjoyable time killer with a enjoyable story.
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A good priced and fun dlc the real board game is like 10X this amount so its good.
only dissapointing this is everybody needs it to play also they just added it where you can buy a copy called unlimited where not
everyone needs it.
this is great and fun and hilarious. would reccomend 10\/10
totaly worth it no regrets. Don't mind my playtime on this, as I've previously beaten this game on the iPhone version.

This is easily among my favorite, if not being my absolute favorite, of the interactive novels presented by Choice of
Games\/Hosted Games. If the alluring fantasy of being a sleek, cool assassin in fiction has ever appealed to you, whether it's
through playing Hitman, The Darkness, or taking on the Dark Brotherhood quests in the Elder Scrolls series, or being enthralled
by movies like John Wick and Pulp Fiction, this game is for you.

The writing does a great job of making your character feel formidable and impressive, and rewards how you want to personally
characterize them from their personality to their skill set with a rich and interesting set of possibilities. It's one of the closest and
most rewarding things I've found outside of some other conventional video games that lets you more or less live out what it
would be like to be the star in a high octane action film.

I would freely encourage anyone who thinks they might be interested to check out COG's other games\/novels as well (all the
free demos let you play out the first three chapters, giving you a fair taste of whether it'll hold your interest or not, so you can't
really go wrong there), as I've found most of them to be pretty enjoyable, but I can definitely say there's probably nothing else
they can offer that's quite like this.

Of course, the story isn't 100% realistic, but where's the fun in that? If you can suspend your disbelief enough for an interactive
novel the same way you would for 1980's Bruce Willis and Arnold Schwarzenegger movies, but don't want a story that's
completely mindless or unbelievable, give the demo a shot at the very least (no pun intended). Not many of their games are
usually $5 on Steam, but I'd say this is one of the instances where it's definitely worth it.

The first time I beat this game, I immediately started another playthrough. This is one I can definitely see myself coming back
to again and again over time. It'd be a mistake not to try it if you think you might even be the least bit interested.. Like arcade
shoot em' ups with a focus on a wide range of interesting and unique grenades opposed to the old classic machine gun? This
game is for you and, in my opinion well worth your money!. Fu*ck Controller. The game very much feels like its in EA. Lots
and lots of rough edges.

The guns feel odd, sort of spacey knock offs of the typical military load out.

Reloading is a pain, if you have anything left in your clip you need to throw it out and put in a new one - which sounds fine, but
then you randomly grab your swipe card instead of your ammo.

Picking up items is a pain, ammo clip into corpses and scenery. And you randomly grab your swipe card, or pistol (if you have
another weapon in your hand).

Killing enemies is a pain. They sometimes fire thru objects, they sometimes fire at you when you are well tucked out of the way
- that bit is fine, its just you get a 1 second slow down effect every time a bullet comes at you, even if you are in zero danger and
the bullet is in another room.

The bottom line is, the game feels like it has a lot of work needed. It recently got a huge price drop, so I gave it a try, and I was
finding it a bit annoying, but OKAY for the money up til a certain point. Mild spoiler You find yourself in a cave level getting
teleported into the middle of a bunch of mobs, a bit like old school quake on a really high difficulty, and the things I mentioned
(and more) which are a "pain" get upgraded to outright "frustrating" . Let me start by saying Rage Room is kind of like Gorn
and Happy Room had a baby but VR got custody of the child. It is a kind of sandbox\/ ragdoll physics game that is really funny
and pretty bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665at times too. The Rag Doll physics are really fun admittedly I am a sucker for
them but the way the dummies get up and move around is pretty great. When you knock off a leg they just hobble after you and
try and attack you!

I haven't finished the Story mode yet but what I take away from the game so far is that its not taking itself too seriously. It's just
a really fun game that is just supposed to be a fun game. The mix of absolutely ridiculous weapons and awesome weapons like
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katanas make the whole thing funny and cool.

Will write more once I have played more - so far, would definitely recommend.. If the game was more of a shop than a rushing
game than it would be MUCH better.. I cant reccomend this game enough, i love the story and the characters are likeable and
well written ive played through it 4 times already. I like the choices and the fact that they have impact on the story, and i plan on
playing it again cause even after 4 playthroughs with 4 completely different characters there is still more to do every time you
experience somthing different, 8/10 graphics and sound could use some work :) other wise great game

Remembrance/Armistice Day Weekend Update:
Hi all,

I've added a couple of new features this week!

Alternate Font

The Settings screen in the main menu now has the option of switching to an alternate font which I believe shows up better at
lower resolutions. This can only be done on the main menu, because allowing it from the pause menu would be MUCH harder to
implement. Let me know if the new font helps - I can always change it to something else if necessary.

Aircraft
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I've now made it necessary to assign aircraft to individual pilots before sending them out on sorties. It's pretty basic at the
moment. Once you get 1,000 Valour points, you can upgrade any of the aircraft to better models, which provide bonuses in
combat against inferior enemy aircraft. You can also have pilots change planes if one becomes too damaged.

Let me know what you think of this feature. I'm not 100% sure how much detail should go into it, so I'd love the feedback.

Bugfixes:

In the process of tweaking the aerodrome, I noticed that new pilots weren't being generated. Now, at the beginning of
each month, if the number of pilots and/or planes is too low, new ones are generated.

Pilot info now contains an icon to indicate whether they are Recon or Escort pilots.
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Fixed bug in which scheduled orders for dugouts and blockhouses wasn't working.

Fixed bug in which Dry Weather Only scheduled orders wouldn't work a lot of the time.

Optimized pathfinding a bit, which should reduce some lag whne pathfinding over long distances.

Thanks for playing!. Saving is in!:
Hi all,

By popular request, I've gotten Save/Load into the game. Give it a try and let me know if there are any issues with it. I've tested
it thoroughly, but it was a lot more difficult to implement than I thought it would be. There's a bit of a lag when loading games,
but as far as I can tell it's working fine. Note that Autosave does NOT work yet, and won't until I'm certain regular saving works
perfectly.

Changelist:

Save/Load

Order of Battle tree now shows unit action, so you can see a rough overview of what everyone is doing.

'X' button on unit action menu has been enlarged

The ESC button can now be used to deselect all selected units. The pause menu will only appear once all units are
deselected.

Bugfixes:

Small bug where game would revert to full screen when returning to main menu if full screen had been disabled.
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Numbers on HQ screen, such as casualty figures, etc, are now updated and shown properly.

Spacebar can now be used to play/pause the game timer. This was doable before, but there was no delay to prevent the
button from flipping on and off rapidly.

Assigning a Supply unit to supply an area now deselects the unit properly (so that other units can be drag-selected).
Previously, drag-selecting units after using "Supply Area" would cause the Supply unit to move up.

Thanks for playing!. Line of Sight:
Hi all,

It's been a while since the last announcement, so I figured I'd post a bit more content.

I've got line of sight working for artillery now. Notice that there are small chunks within its range where the selected battery is
unable to see/attack. This is because, unlike ballistic weapons like machine guns or rifles, artillery fires upward at a trajectory,
so small bumps in the ground only temporarily block the vision of artillery units.
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This allows the defender to place units behind the reverse slopes of high elevation points in order to protect them. The elevation
is a bit gaudy, I admit, but I needed to make the elevation difference noticeable.

Thanks for the interest so far!. Build Submitted!:
Hi all,

A tentative Early Access build has been submitted to Valve for approval! Hopefully if all goes well I'll be able to release a
playable build of the game next week. Thanks for the interest so far!. Terrain:
Hi all,

Early stages of destructible terrain are in! So far only a few building types have included, and only a few different
configurations. I want to know what you all think before I start adding more types of terrain and customizing things a bit more.
For now, houses act as shelter. They hide units from view, and essentially function as a combination of dugouts and blockhouses
(albeit less effective at protecting units than blockhouses). The tradeoff is that buildings obscure lines of sight, and will be
permanently destroyed if they take enough artillery fire.
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I've also taken the liberty of implementing a bunch of the suggestions I've seen in the discussion forums.

Bugfixes/Changes:

Destructible Terrain

Commanders now auto-assigned at start.

Aircraft now auto-assigned to pilots at start.

Supply units have been tweaked so that they automatically resupply and return to their previous order. This should
reduce some of the micromanagement associated with supply lines. This was actually present in the last update, but I
forgot to tell anyone.

An event log display which can be shown and hidden at will.

Coffee and alcohol have been included as new supply types. They aren't limited in number - you can just keep grabbing
them from rear lines as you see fit. Coffee provides a temporary bonus to sight range via the new "Alert" status, while
alcohol provides a temporary movement boost to help facilitate frontal assaults. Just for fun, each nation has its own
version of alcohol.
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Health bars showing unit numbers, morale, primary supply, and readiness are now included on unit lists. This will
hopefully provide more visual feedback with regard to unit status.

Fixed the "Loading caches" savefile issue! Best part is, you don't need to restart - you can use the same savefile.

Thanks for playing!
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